
PORTFOLIO OF WORK



iOS & ‘DROID
I led the UX & UI team to create the funnest 

music streaming experience ever heard. 
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KEY ROLES:
Lead UX, User Research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Port our existing Windows Phone 
experience to iOS and Android.

CONCLUSIONS:
We decided early on we wanted to 
create an app that felt native to the 
platform, while retaining the 
Windows Phone heritage we’d 
developed previously. Our user 
research kept telling us to simplify 
the proposition, so we brought 
product and engineering teams 
along with this insight, and had a 
meaningful impact on improving 
engagement in the core proposition.

WINDOWS
I led UX design for this innovative mobile-

tablet optimised music experience.
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KEY ROLES:
Lead UX, User Research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Port mobile experience to tablet & TV

CONCLUSIONS:
Going back to our user research, we were able to 
uniquely identify how tablet music listening 
differs to mobile listening. Less portable, more 
public. With this insight, we set about concepting, 
prototyping and building a unique big-screen 
visually rich and engaging music experience 
loved by critics and users alike!



ALEXA
We built the most 

sophisticated Amazon Alexa 
voice experience in the 

world. Product owned and 
creatively-directed concept 

through to delivery, working 
closely with Amazon. 

I’ve spoken at several 
conferences on VUI design, 

pioneered numerous new 
VUI research methods and 
written countless thought-

leadership pieces on the 
future of ambient 

computing. 

KEY ROLES:
Creative direction, VUX design, copywriting, personality 
development, user research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Explore new revenue opportunities. Understand VUX design 
implications. Validate mixed-mode UI (voice first, screen 
second).

CONCLUSIONS:
Our new research techniques let us to ship quality project on 
aggressive timescales to meet UK device release date. Our 
design principles & copy guidelines still being used by client.



GOOGLE ASSISTANT
This is Google announcing our Action - one of the 
UK’s first to support transactions - live on stage 
at Google I/O 2018. Mixed-mode: type, talk, touch. 
Multi-platform: phone, car, tablet, watch.
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KEY ROLES:
Creative direction, VUX design, product owner, copywriting, 
user research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Be first-to-market with Google Assistant Action based on their 
new Transaction API. Explore DialogFlow. Experiment with 
mixed-mode input mechanisms.

CONCLUSIONS:
Very tight deadlines on this project gave us laser-focus, and 
allowed us to do develop a design strategy for adaptive 
conversational input schemes (talking, typing, tapping). This 
project taught us the value of doing one thing with a clear user 
need really well, rather than trying to recreate existing UIs.



FIRE TV
Directed project to bring e-comm exp. to the big 

screen. Making gnarly interactions delightful!
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KEY ROLES:
Lead UX, creative direction, user research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Port web/mobile experience to TV interface

CONCLUSIONS:
Super-interesting project! After uncovering 
insight that people ordering in groups 
struggled with existing solutions (iPads, 
someone taking charge), we developed a 
MVP to experiment with big-screen e-
commerce UIs. Turns out people loved 
ordering on their TV, with their family and 
friends. We soon upgraded the experiment 
into a full-fledged self-sustaining product.

XBOX ONE X
Order pizza while you maim pirates. 1-click 

ordering to get you back in the game. 
Directed project design.
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KEY ROLES:
Lead UX, creative direction, user research

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Port web/mobile experience to XBox. 
Create shortest time-to-order UI.

CONCLUSIONS:
Another super-interesting project! Along 
with adapting to the console’s controller as 
input mechanism, our business driver was 
to let people order as quickly as possible 
and return to their gaming. By supporting 
XBox side-mode, storing payment details, 
and clever recommendations algorithms, 
we created a popular, profitable 1-click 
ordering experience.



Experimental iOS + tvOS app shattering 
the typical group ordering dynamic

Apple TV
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Led project to create accessible data 
viz tool to explore real-time order 

delivery bottlenecks

VR / AR
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KEY ROLES:
Project management, UX

PROJECT OBJECTIVES:
Make data accessible to novice users

CONCLUSIONS:
Not our first exploration of VR tech, but 
probably our most effective. Using a 
combination of clever storytelling, VR tech, 
realtime data and a 3D design agency, we 
created a headline showcase experience 
the client used for a glitzy media event.



Extreme empathy exercises and inter-
dicipline workshop sessions. Shared 

ideas & understanding. Confident 
public speaker with media training.

FACILITATION



MEDIA & EXHIBITIONS

VIDEO PRODUCTION



thank you

@craigpugsley
www.craigpugsley.co.uk


